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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces simple constructs to represent fork-join par-
allel control dependencies in the LLVM intermediate representa-
tion (IR). These constructs are designed to require minimal modi-
fications to existing LLVM IR constructs to interact correctly with
existing LLVM optimization passes. Simultaneously, we demon-
strate that these constructs are expressive, allowing the LLVM IR
to express the fork-join parallel control dependencies expressed in
Cilk programs and similar parallel languages. Furthermore, these
constructs enable a variety of compiler optimizations to improve
the performance and scalability of parallel programs, including (list
of optimizations)[[Fill in the blank.]].

1. INTRODUCTION
The goal of this paper is to establish a framework for safe paral-

lelization in the LLVM Intermediate Representation (IR) [2].
Through its use of Single Static Assignment (SSA), it is very

easy to create optimization passes in LLVM. As a result, LLVM
and the corresponding Clang compiler project have grown to be
competitors with GCC.

While LLVM makes it easy to optimize serial code, it provides
little to optimize parallel code. This is because in LLVM, paral-
lel code is represented in a obfuscated manner through additional
functions and library calls, inhibiting optimization. Consequently
any code the user wishes to run in parallel must be contained in
its own function. As a result, many of the traditional serial opti-
mizations don’t work on parallel code. Likewise, as a result of this
obfuscation, it is difficult or impossible create optimization passes
specifically targeted at parallel code – such as moving synchroniza-
tions or even constant folding.

Prior Work
There have been previous attempts to create some sort of parallel
framework inside of LLVM. However, none of these have come
into use by the community for a number of various reasons.

Inside the cuurent version of LLVM (3.8), there ex-
ist some metadata constructs for basic parallelism – namely
llvm.mem.parallel_loop_access which provides LLVM the
ability to optionally parallelize specific pieces of code if a num-
ber of conditions are met. However, this construct is so limited that
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nothing beyond the simplest parallel code can use this metadata
without being transformed into the serial equivalant.

There was a previous attempt by some of the LLVM developers
to integrate some of the OpenMP library calls into native LLVM
instructions. However, this was deemed to specific to OpenMP and
the number and complexity of new operations did not seem to sig-
nificantly ease optimization.

Other attempts to create a framework for parallel IR ran into
issues of correctness. Specifically, existing optimization passes
would incorrectly move code around and create parallel code with
entirely different outputs. These sorts of issues manifested them-
selves as complex race conditions and even simple logical errors
such the following subexpression elimination below.

parallel.task.start(1)
work1(n/2)

parallel.task.end(1)
parallel.task.start(2)

work2(n/2)
parallel.task.end(2)

becomes

parallel.task.start(1)
tmp = n/2
some_fun(tmp)

parallel.task.end(1)

parallel.task.start(2)
other_fun(tmp)

parallel.task.end(2)

This is erronous as tmp may not yet have been calculated before
it is used in the second parallel task – if it is available at all.

Our Work
Given these constraints, we have developed a parallel IR must
maintains correctness, is able represent a wide variety of parallel
frameworks, and easily lends itself to optimization. Additionally,
our IR does not break existing LLVM code or optimization passes
– but is able to use the existing optimization passes to its benfit.

We propose adding the following constructs to the IR to directly
represent parallelism in LLVM: a detach instruction and a sync
instrinsic. These constructs aim to allow the compiler to better op-
timize parallel code, such as Cilk code [1]. The remaining sec-
tions of this paper describe these constructs and their implications.
Section 3 describes these constructs in detail, and Section ?? il-
lustrates how these constructs can represent parallelism in some



parallel codes. Section 6 describes some optimizations LLVM and
Clang can make on parallel code using these IR constructs. Sec-
tion 7 offers some concluding remarks.

2. FRAMEWORKS
There currently exist a number of writing parallel code. Some

of the more commonly-used ones include OpenMP [3], Cilk [1],
and POSIX Threads (PThreads). There exist other parallelization
frameworks, but most behave in a manner similar to these frame-
works above. While each parallelization framework has its own
syntax, runtime, and model of parallelism, they all share common
features.

Namely, all of these frameworks share two fundamental con-
cepts: a detach operation and a synchronize operation. In this
sense, a detach operation represents marking code to be run in par-
allel. In OpenMP, detach can be thought of entering a parallel con-
text such as a parallel for loop. In Cilk, detach can be though of a
spawn operation, assuming all function arguments have been eval-
uated. Using PThreads, detach represents running a thread on a
specific function.

The synchronize operation represents taking code that was pre-
viously detached and waiting for it to complete. This operation is
quite common and typically used to ensure correctness. For ex-
ample, it is used to ensure that all threads in the first pass of an
algorithm complete before starting the second pass.

However, unlike detach in which one statement can represent
most commonly-used features of all these frameworks, more care
needs to be taken when analyzing synchronize. Cilk chooses to
use a “universal” synchronize in which all detached (or spawned)
pieces of code in the cuurent function are collected.

This differs from PThreads. In this model, PThreads uses an “in-
dividual” synchronize through its join operation. This synchronizes
the result of an individual detach (in this case, an individual thread).

OpenMP uses a combinaion of both of these – though most com-
monly used operations (such as a parallel for loop) use the universal
synchronize.

To represent these concepts, we decided to include a detach state-
ment and universal synchronize in our IR. We chose the univer-
sal sycnrhonize for a few reasons. First and foremost, doing so
provided significant simplification, performance gains, and room
for optimization. Allowing for an individual synchronize would
require carrying around information to all the detached pieces
of code. In many scenarios there may be a variable number of
such detach statements that actually execute, requiring something
analagous to a variable-length array to be carried at all times.

Additionally, it becomes incredibly difficult to judge whether
moving a piece of code is correct or incorrect since an individual
synchronize does not guarentee that all the detached pieces of code
have completed like in the universal synchronize. These guarentees
allow for many parallel-specific optimization passes (as will be ex-
plored later), and allow one to ensure the correctness of existing
serial optimization passes.

One may raise concerns that this framework cannot represent all
possible parallel codes (such as some specific hand-tuned codes
written with PThreads). In practice, however, we have found that
it is able to represent the vast majority of codes when written on a
higher level.

3. NEW IR CONSTRUCTS
This section presents the constructs we propose to add to LLVM

IR in order to represent parallelism. We describe each of these con-
structs and their motivation. We later illustrate these constructs in

(a) (b)
01 int foo(int y) {
02 int x;
03 x = cilk_spawn moo(y*y);
04 random_code();
05 cilk_sync;
06 return x;
07 }

08 define i64 @foo(i64 %y) {
09 begin:
10 %x.p = alloca i64
11 i64 %y2 = mul i64 %y,
12 i64 %y
13 detach @moo(i64 %y2),
14 i64* %x.p
15 call @random_code()
16 sync
17 %x = load %x.p
18 ret %x
19 }

Figure 1: Example Cilk program and it’s corresponding LLVM IR using
the detach and sync constructs. (a) Example Cilk code. (b) LLVM corre-
sponding to the Cilk code in (a) that uses the detach and sync keywords.

a basic code example. To aid comprehension, we begin by intro-
ducing a simpler version of our IR, followed by the actual proposal
with an explanation for the change.

We will begin by proposing a simpler version of our IR. We add
two different elements into LLVM IR – a function-like detach in-
struction and a sync instruction.

The new detach instruction is a modified function call. It takes
three arguments, the last of which is optional. The arguments are
as follows: the function to be run in parallel, the arguments to the
aforementioned function, and a pointer where the return value of
the called function can be stored. The return address can be omitted
if one does not want to use the return value. This instruction has all
the same properties as a function call inside of LLVM.

The new sync instruction takes no arguments and has no return
value. It represents the universal synchronize from before. After a
sync instruction, it is guarenteed that no detach instructions pre-
viously run are executing.

It is considered invalid code if any detach-ed code is not sync-
ed before returning from a function. This can be enforced, for ex-
ample, by explicitly adding a sync before every return – though
this is usually not necessary.

Figure 1 illustrates an example Cilk code and the LLVM IR it is
transformed into.

4. CORRECTNESS
With nothing more than this, we can show that optimization

passes will not create any incorrect code. However, first we should
properly define our definition of correctness. Let us suppose we
original have a piece of parallel code C, which has a set of possible
behaviors S .1 We consider any transformations on C, generating
new code C′ to be correct so long as the resultant code’s set of pos-
sible behaviors S ′ ⊆ S . We also require that the serial elision of C
must still be a possible behavior in S ′.

This definition allows us to keep existing races; however, we are
not allowed to introduce new ones.

For clarity, we are going to call the code which runs in parallel
with the deatched statement up until the sync the corresponding
continuation of the detach.

We can now prove our scheme to be correct under any optimiza-
tion pass as follows. Let us assume that the initial representation of
the code is the intended output – e.g. correct code. We now need
to ensure that no optimization pass can introduce new behavior or
eliminate the serial elision. New behavior is created as a result of
a new race condition. However, we do not need to ensure that the

1A piece of parallel code could have different behaviors if there was a race
in the code.



optimized code has the exact same results of the original code, but
merely one of the possible results.

Optimization passes can do one of four things: move instruc-
tions, delete instructions, add instructions, and modify instructions.

Let us assume that all optimization passes work correctly on se-
rial code. If this were not true, then the optimization pass is already
broken.

Optimization passes can only delete code that they know will
have no effect on the output. Assuming that optimization passes
work correctly already and consider detach a function call, they
can only delete existing code so long as it would not change the se-
rial execution. This ensures that our serial execution is maintained
as a possible behavior. However, they may delete code that may
affect a race condition – which is allowed under our definition. An
optimization pass may also attempt to delete either a detach or
sync statement. This can either be because the code is not run, or
does nothing to affect the output. Assuming that we internally mark
that both detach and sync perform some operation, optimization
passes can only remove them if it is not run. However, if the code
is not run then this cannot change the output. Thus we have proven
that optimization passes will not incorrectly delete our new instruc-
tions.

If an instruction is deleted in either the detached function or the
continuation, we can assume that it does not affect the aforemen-
tioned function or continuation or else the optimization would be
wrong for serial code. Additionally any instructions deleted before
any detach statements or after a sync do not affect the correctness
since at that point the code is runnning in serial and must be cor-
rect if we assume that the optimization pass works fine on serial
code. Thus, we only need to consider cases where a change in the
continuation affects the detached function, or vice versa. Since we
have separated the pieces of code, the only way that information
can be passed from one to the other is through information stored
in memory. Thus we only need to consider operations which could
change memory – memory stores, function calls, and detach state-
ments. Internally this is solved inside of LLVM by only allowing
the aforemention instructions to be deleted if it can be shown that
doing so in the detached function does not affect the continuation
or vice versa.

A very similar argument can be made for optimization passes
adding instructions. Again the only thing that needs to be mon-
itored is the addition of memory stores in the detached function
which affect the continuation or vice versa.

Optimization passes can only modify code that they have been
instructed to modify. Since sync is an entirely new instruction,
no optimization pass knows to modify it. Thus it is still correct.
However, detach has all the properties of a function call and thus
may be targeted by an optimization pass looking for function calls.
Function calls can be modified by having their arguments replaced.
Assuming this operation is correct for a regular function call, this
does not change the behavior of the detach since at this point noth-
ing is run in parallel. Again, by a similar argument to that of delet-
ing instructions, the only thing that needs to be monitored is the
modification of memory stores in the detached function which af-
fect the continuation or vice versa.

Finally, we need to consider the cases where optimization passes
where code is moved. Assuming that the optimization passes work
in serial, we only need to consider instructions that are moved
across a detach or a sync, since any movement maintains a valid
ouput of the original code. Thus we can divide this into four cases:

1. Instruction moved above a detach

2. Instruction moved below a detach

3. Instruction moved above a sync

4. Instruction moved below a sync

Figure 2: A visualization of the four cases.

By a similar argument to that above, we only need to consider
memory stores, function calls, and detach statements. To be con-
cise, let us lump these together under the category memory opera-
tion.

Cases 1 and 2 are already handled for us by LLVM. This is be-
cause of the function-call like properties we gave the detach. Let
us suppose that one such movement created incorrect code. This
could have only have happened because any variables which were
modified by moving the code have were used inside the detached
function in a way that resulted in different behavior. However, this
would’ve resulted in different behavior if this were a regular func-
tion call. Thus since we assume that this optimization pass creates
correct code for regular function calls, it cannot have created incor-
rect code here.

Cases 3 and 4 don’t have such a clever solution. These are han-
dled by only allowing memory operations that don’t affect the de-
tached code / continuation to be moved.

Thus, we have shown for all possible optimizations that our
framework maintains correctness.

5. A NEWER DETACH INSTRUCTION
In order to allow for greater clarity, we chose to allow one to

detach arbitrary blocks of code rather than functions.
In this sense we have modified detach to run a LLVM Ba-

sicBlock rather than a function. In this scenario sync remains un-
changed.

The new detach instruction is a block terminator. This func-
tion acts much like a conditional break, as it is provided to blocks
which it can branch to. However, unlike the conditional break, the
detach instruction represents branching to both blocks simultane-
ously. For clarity, we will denote the first argument of the instruc-
tion as the continuation while the second argument represents the
spawned block.

Additionally, a new reattach instruction will be created. This
instruction is also a block terminator. It takes one argument – the
block representing the continuation. Theoretically this is not nec-
essary, however, its inclusion greatly simplifies optimization passes
and compilation. The reattach has one successor – the continu-
ation. However, unlike successors produced by a normal branch
instruction, successors to a reattach instruction cannot use SSA
registers inside of the reattached block –even in PHI nodes. This
is done to represent the fact that the detach’ed block is not guar-
enteed to have executed before the continuation. However, any reg-
isters before the detach statement can be used in either the contin-
uation or the detached block without the use of PHI nodes since
it is guarenteed that they were executed before entering the block.
When a reattach instruction is executed in a serial context (e.g.
no parallelism is available on the machine), it simply acts as an un-
conditional branch to the continuation – thus representing the serial



(a) (b)
20 define i64 @0(){
21 begin:
22 %y = . . .
23 %x.p = . . .
24 detach @moo(i64 %y),
25 i64* %x.p
26 call @foo()
27 . . .
28 }

29 define i64 @0(){
30 begin:
31 %y = . . .
32 %x.p = . . .
33 detach label %cont,
34 label %spawned
35 spawned:
36 %r = call @moo(i64 %y)
37 store i64* %x.p, %r
38 reattach label %cont
39 cont:
40 call @foo()
41 . . .
42 }

Figure 3: Illustration comparing the call-like detach and the branch-link
detach LLVM IR instructions. (a) Example LLVM pseudocode that sues
the call-like detach. (b) LLVM pseudocode corresponding to that in (a)
using the branch-like detach.

(a) (b)
43 int fib(int n) {
44 if(n < 2)
45 return n;
46 else {
47 int a[2];
48 #pragma omp parallel for
49 for(int x=0; x<2; x++) {
50 a[x] = fib(n-1-x);
51 }
52 return a[0]+a[1];
53 }
54 }

55 define i64 @fib(i64 %n){
56 begin:
57 %c = ult i64 %n, i64 2
58 br i1 %c,
59 label %base,
60 label %recur
61

62 recur:
63 %x.p = alloca i64
64 detach label %cont,
65 label %spawned
66

67 spawned:
68 %x = call @fib(%n-1)
69 store %x, %x.p
70 reattach label %cont
71

72 cont:
73 %y = call @fib(%n-2)
74 sync
75 %x = load %x.p
76 %r = add i64 %x, i64 %y
77 ret %r
78 }

Figure 4: Example of a simple OpenMP code and its corresponding LLVM
IR using detach, reattach, and sync. (a) An example OpenMP code. (b)
The LLVM IR corresponding to the OpenMP code in (a).

ellision. When executed in a parallel context, however, a reattach
instruction is used to signal the end of execution for the detach-ed
thread.

Any detach’s to function calls using the old syntax can be con-
verted to use this new syntax as Figure 3 illustrates.

In order to maintain the correctness as shown above, we give
this new detach function-like properties, where it can consider any
memory accesses in the detached code to be its arguments.

Implications
This newer detach has several advantages.

Namely, it allows for better inlining of code. This is not just use-
ful for functions which are small and may be inlined normally, but
C code which represents parallelization in the same function. For
instance parallel-for loops do not need to have their body moved
into a separate function, but instead could have their body in the
detached loop and thus benefit from the serial optimization – as
well as potential parallel-specific optimization.

For example, Figure 4 illustrates a simple OpenMP code and the

(a) (b)
79 int foo(int y){
80 int x = 0;
81 cilk_spawn {
82 for(int i=0; i<10; i++)
83 x += i;
84 }
85 random_code();
86 cilk_sync;
87 return x;
88 }

89 define i64 @foo(i64 %y){
90 begin:
91 %x.p = alloca i64
92 detach label %cont,
93 label %adder
94

95 adder:
96 ;. . . for loop. . .
97 reattach label %cont
98

99 cont:
100 call @random_code()
101 sync
102 %x = load %x.p
103 ret %x
104 }

Figure 5: Example of a simple Cilk code and its corresponding LLVM IR
using detach, reattach, and sync. (a) An example Cilk code. (b) The
LLVM IR corresponding to the Cilk code in (a).

(a) (b)
105 define i64 @fib(i64 %n){
106 begin:
107 %c = ult i64 %n, i64 2
108 br i1 %c,
109 label %base,
110 label %recur
111

112 recur:
113 %x.p = alloca i64
114 detach label %cont,
115 label %spawned
116

117 spawned:
118 %x = call @fib(%n-1)
119 store %x, %x.p
120 reattach label %cont
121

122 cont:
123 %y = call @fib(%n-2)
124 sync
125 %x = load %x.p
126 %r = add i64 %x, i64 %y
127 ret %r
128 }

129 define i64 @fib(i64 %n){
130 begin:
131 %c = ult i64 %n, i64 2
132 br i1 %c,
133 label %base,
134 label %recur
135

136 recur:
137 %x.p = alloca i64
138 br label %spawned
139

140 spawned:
141 %x = call @fib(%n-1)
142 store %x, %x.p
143 br label %cont
144

145 cont:
146 %y = call @fib(%n-2)
147 %x = load %x.p
148 %r = add i64 %x, i64 %y
149 ret %r
150 }

Figure 6: Illustration of how the serial elision of the the LLVM IR detach
and sync constructs is computed. (a) An LLVM code snippet that con-
tains detach, reattach, and sync statements. (b) The serial elision of the
LLVM in (a).

LLVM IR it corresponds to, and Figure 5 illustrates a simple Cilk
code and its corresponding LLVM IR.

6. OPTIMIZATION PASSES ON
PARALLEL IR

This section describes some explicit parallel optimization passes
that LLVM and Clang can perform on the parallel IR constructs.
For simplicity, we are going to demonstrate the result of the opti-
mizations on the C code.

Serial Elision
One conceptually simple optimization pass asks the compiler to as-
sume that the computer running the code has only one core. Thus
we want to optimize out any overhead that may exist from our par-
allelization.

This can easily be done as follows. Replace all detach state-
ments with break statements to the detached code. Then, in the de-



(a) (b)
151 cilk_spawn foo(10);
152 if (condition) {
153 cilk_spawn foo(20);
154 cilk_spawn foo(30);
155 cilk_sync;
156 }
157 cilk_sync;

158 cilk_spawn foo(10);
159 if (condition) {
160 cilk_spawn foo(20);
161 cilk_spawn foo(30);
162 }
163 cilk_sync;

Figure 7: Illustration of the sync elision optimization. (a) Example Cilk
pseudocode with a redundant cilk_sync. (b) An optimized version of (a)
with the redundant cilk_sync elided.

(a) (b)
164 define double @foo(){
165 begin:
166 detach label %cont,
167 label %spawned
168

169 spawned:
170 call @f()
171 reattach label %cont
172

173 cont:
174 sync
175 %a = call @sin(double 0.0)
176 ret %a
177 }

178 define double @foo(){
179 begin:
180 detach label %cont,
181 label %spawned
182

183 spawned:
184 call @f()
185 reattach label %cont
186

187 cont:
188 %a = call @sin(double 0.0)
189 sync
190 ret %a
191 }

Figure 8: Illustration of the sync motion optimization. (a) Example LLVM
pseudocode. (b) An optimized version of (a) in which the call to sin is
moved before the preceding sync.

tach statement, replace all following reattach statements with break
statements to the continuation. Figure 6 demonstrates this process.

This can then be cleaned up by other optimization passes, and
yield code just as fast as a similarly written serial fib.

Multiple sync’s
Another conceptually simple optimization pass involves the re-
moval of duplicate sync’s provided that there is no detach between
them.

Figure 7 demonstrates this optimization. Starting with the code
in Figure 7(a), we know that after the condition we will always
sync. Additionally there is no code in between the corresponding
syncs that would be modified by not syncing the conditional foos
at the end of the if-statement. Therefore we can remove the condi-
tional sync and have the optimized code in Figure 7(b).

Moving Sync’s
One optimization pass with a lot of potential gain involves moving
sync’s down. In the proof of correctness we discussed how moving
a sync above a statement does not affect the correctness. However,
it does potentially affect the span of the computation. Provided
that we can show that moving a sync below a statement does not
affect the correctness, we can potentially decrease the span of the
computation — and thus the total time it takes to run.

This is exemplified in the code in Figure 11. Let us imagine
that the function sin takes A seconds to compute and the function
f takes B seconds to compute. The code in Figure 11(a) would
have a total runtime of A + B seconds. By moving the sync below
the sin function, however, the runtime changes to min(A, B), given
sufficient threads and simply A + B if there are not enough threads.

This optimization can have dramatic consequences. For exam-
ple, consider the Cilk code in Figure 12. Assuming that we can
show fib has no side effects, it does not matter if fib(n-1) and
fib(n-2) finish before fib(n-3) and fib(n-4). Therefore we can

(a) (b)
192 int a = cilk_spawn fib(n-1);
193 int b = cilk_spawn fib(n-2);
194 cilk_sync;
195 int c = cilk_spawn fib(n-3);
196 int d = cilk_spawn fib(n-4);
197 cilk_sync;
198 return a+b+c+d;

199 int a = cilk_spawn fib(n-1);
200 int b = cilk_spawn fib(n-2);
201 int c = cilk_spawn fib(n-3);
202 int d = fib(n-4);
203 cilk_sync;
204 return a+b+c+d;

Figure 9: Illustration of the sync motion optimization on a Cilk code snip-
pet. (a) Example Cilk code with an unnecessary sync. (b) An optimized
version of (a) in which the cilk_sync has been moved and then elided.

(a) (b)
205 define i64 @foo(){
206 begin:
207 %x.p = alloca i64
208 detach label %cont,
209 label %spawned
210

211 spawned:
212 %z = call @wait(i64 100)
213 store %x.p, i64 1
214

215 cont:
216 store %x.p, i64 2
217 %x = load %x.p
218 ret %x
219 }

220 define i64 @foo(){
221 begin:
222 %x.p = alloca i64
223 detach label %cont,
224 label %spawned
225

226 spawned:
227 %z = call @wait(i64 100)
228

229 cont:
230 ret i64 2
231 }

Figure 10: Illustration of the sync elision optimization. (a) Example LLVM
pseudocode with a race. (b) An optimized version of (a) with the race
removed.

move the first sync to after fib(n-4) and then remove it because
there are two sync’s in a row (first example pass). We can then
change the final spawn into a call since there is nothing executing
in the continuation.

Serial Optimizations
One of the most important optimizations that we can use this IR
isn’t a new optimization pass at all. Rather, the most important
optimization pass we can run on this code are all of the existing
serial optimization passes.

Figure 10 demonstrates one such serial optimization pass which
eliminates duplicate store instructions. Since the serial optimiza-
tion pass believes that the continuation follows the detached block,
it believes that the store instruction in the detach’ed block to have
no effect since it is always followed by the store instruction in the
continuation. As a result, the store instruction in the detach’ed
block is removed.

One can note that this optimization pass can potentially change
the behaviors of the code by having eliminated a race. However, it
maintains our definition of correct as the possible behaviors are a
subset of the previous behaviors.

The authors have considered adding additional warnings to serial
optimization passes such as this that deal with memory to warn
when a race has been detected and may potentially be modified.

Moving Sync’s
One optimization pass with a lot of potential gain involves moving
sync’s down. In the proof of correctness we discussed how moving
a sync above a statement does not affect the correctness. However,
it does potentially affect the span of the computation. Provided
that we can show that moving a sync below a statement does not
affect the correctness, we can potentially decrease the span of the
computation — and thus the total time it takes to run.

This is exemplified in the code in Figure 11. Let us imagine



(a) (b)
232 define double @foo(){
233 begin:
234 detach label %cont,
235 label %spawned
236

237 spawned:
238 call @f()
239 reattach label %cont
240

241 cont:
242 sync
243 %a = call @sin(double 0.0)
244 ret %a
245 }

246 define double @foo(){
247 begin:
248 detach label %cont,
249 label %spawned
250

251 spawned:
252 call @f()
253 reattach label %cont
254

255 cont:
256 %a = call @sin(double 0.0)
257 sync
258 ret %a
259 }

Figure 11: Illustration of the sync motion optimization. (a) Example
LLVM pseudocode. (b) An optimized version of (a) in which the call to
sin is moved before the preceding sync.

(a) (b)
260 int a = cilk_spawn fib(n-1);
261 int b = cilk_spawn fib(n-2);
262 cilk_sync;
263 int c = cilk_spawn fib(n-3);
264 int d = cilk_spawn fib(n-4);
265 cilk_sync;
266 return a+b+c+d;

267 int a = cilk_spawn fib(n-1);
268 int b = cilk_spawn fib(n-2);
269 int c = cilk_spawn fib(n-3);
270 int d = fib(n-4);
271 cilk_sync;
272 return a+b+c+d;

Figure 12: Illustration of the sync motion optimization on a Cilk code snip-
pet. (a) Example Cilk code with an unnecessary sync. (b) An optimized
version of (a) in which the cilk_sync has been moved and then elided.
that the function sin takes A seconds to compute and the function
f takes B seconds to compute. The code in Figure 11(a) would
have a total runtime of A + B seconds. By moving the sync below
the sin function, however, the runtime changes to min(A, B), given
sufficient threads and simply A + B if there are not enough threads.

This optimization can have dramatic consequences. For exam-
ple, consider the Cilk code in Figure 12. Assuming that we can
show fib has no side effects, it does not matter if fib(n-1) and
fib(n-2) finish before fib(n-3) and fib(n-4). Therefore we can
move the first sync to after fib(n-4) and then remove it because
there are two sync’s in a row (first example pass). We can then
change the final spawn into a call since there is nothing executing
in the continuation.

Additional Optimizations
There exist many more optimization passes that could harness this
structure such as rebalancing the work between the detached branch
and the continuation. All of this is possible thanks to the structure
and clarity provided by the new IR.

7. CONCLUSION
We believe that these additional constructs provide a safe frame-

work for parallelism in LLVM. We have theoretically showed that
this technique will work with all existing optimization passes and
can result in sped-up code. We have also shown that this IR
provides sufficient clarity and strcture in order to create parallel-
specific optimization passes and have demonstrated some basic par-
allel optimization passes.

This IR provides sufficient versatility that it can be used to im-
plement most features in parallel frameworks such as Cilk and
OpenMP. It can also be extended to work with other languages and
other frameworks such as Go.

We have successfully implemented these constructs inside of
LLVM and implemented some of the parallel-specific optimiza-
tion passes and verified that serial optimiation passes such as loop
invariant code motion, common sub-expression elimination, and
dead code elimination all work on example code.

We are currently working on lowering the new instructions down
to machine code for various targets to test how much the code sim-
plification has sped up code.
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